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Resume Goals

INTRODUCE YOURSELF AND 
EXPRESS INTEREST

BUILD EMPLOYER INTEREST 
IN MEETING YOU  

SCHEDULE INITIAL 
INTERVIEW

For Aesthetics, be sure to highlight aesthetic goals, 

aesthetic training and aesthetic experience!  



Resumé
A resume is a one- or two-page formal document that 

job hopefuls submit to hiring managers and employment 

recruiters as a means of itemizing their work experience, 

educational background, and special skills. Successful 

resumes entice potential employers to invite applicants to 

interview for the position

The definition of curriculum vitae is a document similar 

to a resume where you list your past educational and 

work experience and your job qualifications. An 

example of a curriculum vitae is a document a professor 

prepares that explains the research he has done and the 

education he has undertaken.

Curriculum Vitae

CV vs. Resume

Use a RESUMÉ when 

applying for an

aesthetic position!



Anatomy 

of a 

Resumé



First 

Impressions
1. Professional picture

2. Include best contact 

info 

3.  Add Social Media links 

so they see your online 

presence  

4.  If you are in a large 

metro area, include where 

you live so they know your 

commute would be doable!  



Focus on Aesthetic Work

 List by Relevancy not Chronological order

 Call out key experiences 

▪ in aesthetics 

▪ In derm or plastic

▪ Include training faculty positions

▪ Manufacturer

▪ Training companies

▪ Conferences

▪ Highlight Training or ongoing CME education

▪ Any aesthetic businesses or products developed 

▪ Highlight all Aesthetic Training 

▪ Focus on Resources Used

▪ Anatomy

▪ Shadowing

▪ Key courses

▪ Include “awareness of industry” 
positions as well 

Naïve Injector  Experienced Provider



Education 

 Note medical training and 

credentials 

 Highlight any rotation 

experience with aesthetics 

or aesthetic mentors

 Include any relevant 

aesthetic trainings

▪ Online courses

▪ Live trainings/meetings

▪ Shadowing experience

▪ Residency programs – even 

self-created ones

▪ Manufacturer trainings



Skills/Highlights
▪ Consider adding products/treatments that 

you are trained to use

▪ Do you have additional certifications or 

credentials?

▪ Share your social media sites or “handles” 

Ensure that your 

OBJECTIVE matches the 

job for which you are 

applying!



Cover Letter

 If responding to an ad, be sure to 

note where you saw the ad

 If you know someone in the 

practice, make a reference to 

that person

 Briefly highlight the skills you 

have that were requested in the 

ad

 State when you would be 

available for interviews or to 

start a new position 

 Be ACCURATE with any 

statements you make! 



Thoughtful Tips 

 Have multiple people who understand the aesthetic industry read your 

resume for typos and appropriateness

 Use at least 12pt font and use “professional” fonts like Times New Roman, 

Arial or Trebuchet MS 

 Do some research on the clinic/practice prior to sending your resume to 

them- let them know what you like about their practice and why you are 

asking for an interview

 If you are applying to a practice with multiple locations, apply to the right 

place; don’t just drop your resume off at one of the locations

 Don’t send a resume to every clinic in town and then call a recruiter and ask 

for help!   



Don’t give up and keep learning! 


